TPATH in May

It’s been a busy and successful month for TPATH members. We’ve published 3 scientific articles and 1 book. On top of this Annieliese Singh has been named Tulane University’s first Chief Diversity Officer. As with last month, articles and information on Coronavirus (COVID-19) are included in a separate section that folks can skip if they prefer.

Please let us know if you see any errors, or have news, job postings, recent publications, and anything else you’d like to see here. You can find job postings, resources, activism, and publications in the member resources section of the website.
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TPATH Members

Articles, books, and editorial links are, in most cases, to publishers. TPATH members are bolded. Also, check out Lettre Mensuelle d’Information de Santé Trans (LeMIST), a French language trans health newsletter by Claire Vandendriessche.

Awards and Appointments

★ **Annieliese Singh** has been named Tulane University's first Chief Diversity Officer. Those with a keen eye will notice she also won the Association of Specialists in Group Work Fellows Award last month.

Talks, Lectures, and Interviews

★ **Dr. A.J. Eckert** has posted a video on their YouTube channel Queering Health with Dr. AJ entitled *LGBTQ Physician’s Reaction to “What Doctors Aren’t Telling the Parents of Gender Dysphoric Children.”*

★ **Dr. Ruth Pearce** was interviewed about their work with the Spectra Trans Learning Project for the *What The Trans!?* podcast.

Calls to Action

★ **Buy a book** for an incarcerated sex worker in the U.S. with the Sex Worker Outreach Project.

★ **Mameta Endo** is supporting a petition to remove the gender indication from Japanese resumes. Please take a moment to sign.

Articles

*TPATH members are bolded here and throughout the newsletter.*

**Longitudinal Cohort of HIV-negative Transgender Women of Colour in New York City: Protocol for the TURNNT (‘Trying to Understand Relationships, Networks and Neighbourhoods among Transgender Women of Colour’) Study**

*BMJ Open*

Denton Callander, John A. Schneider, Asa Radix, Basile Chaix, Roberta Scheinmann, Gia Love, Jordyn Smith, Seann D. Regan, Ichiro Kawachi, Kiara St. James, Yusuf Ransome, Cristina Herrera, Sari L. Reisner, Ceyenne Doroshow, Tonia Poteat, Robert Garofalo, Jae Sevelius, & Dustin T. Duncan
Epidemiological Considerations in Transgender Health: A Systematic Review with Focus on Higher Quality Data

*International Journal of Transgender Health*
Qi Zhang, Michael Goodman, Noah Adams, Trevor Corneil, Leila Hashemi, Baudewijntje Kreukels, Joz Motmans, Rachel Snyder, and Eli Coleman

Teaching Health Professionals How to Tailor Gender-Affirming Medicine Protocols: A Design Thinking Project

*Perspectives on Medical Education*
Kinnon R. MacKinnon, Lori E. Ross, David Rojas Gauldron, & Stella L. Ng.

Books

Trans and autistic: Stories from life at the intersection

*Jessica Kingsley Press*
Noah Adams and Bridget Liang

Career Opportunities

Academic

Women’s College Hospital
Post-Doctoral: Transgender Health
Toronto, Canada
Deadline: Open until filled

University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
Post-Doctoral: Transgender Studies
Urbana, Ill, USA
Deadline: May 8, 2020

Students

University of Houston
Dr. Colt Meier St. Amand will be taking on the mentorship of a graduate student in Clinical Psychology. Please contact him for more info.
Houston, USA

University of Waikato
Dr. Jaimie Veale is accepting graduate students from psychology, social science, and health backgrounds. Please contact her for more info.
Hamilton, New Zealand
**Work**

**Callen Lorde Community Health Center**
Various positions
New York City, USA
Deadline: Ongoing

**The TransLatin@ Coalition**
- Workplace Development Case Manager
- Peer Support Navigator
- Outreach & Social Network Coordinator
- Policy Internship
Los Angeles, USA
Deadline: Unspecified

**Upcoming Events**

**WPATH Global Education Initiative**
May 29, 2020 (NYC, US)
Sep 11-13, 2020 (NYC, US)
*Please note that dates continue to change due to COVID-19*

**Current Concepts in Gender Affirming Surgery for Women in Transition**
Marbella, Spain
Mar 12, 2021

**WPATH Biennial Conference**
Virtual Conference
Late 2020
**Submissions** extended till June 30, 2020

**Moving Trans History Forward Conference**
Victoria, Canada
May 11-14, 2021

**News**

*Inclusion of articles is not an endorsement of their content.*

**Staying on Her Feet: How Michelle Telfer Won Gender Clinic Battle**
*The Sydney Morning Herald*
Farrah Tomazin

**Trans Woman Aisha Mughal Represents Pakistan at UN**
*Daily Times*

**Freddy McConnell: Transgender Man’s Big to be Named Father Fails**
*BBC News*
Federal Lawsuit Challenges Idaho’s Transgender Sports Ban
Laramie Live
Associated Press

Study Highlights Potential Barriers to Fertility Preservation for Transgender Adolescents
Healio

Transcending Boundaries: The Role of Pharmacists in Gender Identity Services
The Pharmaceutical Journal
Megan Tatum

HRC Observes National Transgender HIV Testing Day
Human Rights Campaign
Dimetri O. Brien

How Iran’s anti-LGBT Policies put Transgender People at Risk
DW
Leah Carter

Groundbreaking Digital Platform for Trans People in NSW Launched
Curve Magazine
Silke Bader

Coronavirus
Information here is from April. Please check out our blog post for a comprehensive list of collected resources.

News

Can Transgender People Speak in Armenia
Open Democracy
Anna Nikoghosyan

Transgender Sex Workers in New York City Struggle to Survive Pandemic
The Appeal
Rebecca Chowdhury

‘We Keep us Safe’: Black Trans Women on the Frontlines of the Pandemic
Our Prism
Tina Vasquez
**Transgender Hormone Self Medicating Resources**
*Planet Transgender*
Kelli Busey

**Free Text Service Sends Daily Support to Isolated Trans People**
*Forbes*
Jamie Wareham

**People are Sharing Hormones on Google Docs and Turning to ‘Grey Market’ Pharmacies to Get Gender Affirming Care During the Pandemic**
*Insider*
Canela López

**COVID-19: Tripura Transgender Persons Facing Financial Crunch**
*East Mojo*
Chandan Panday

**Supporting Transgender Youth During the COVID-19 Pandemic**
*Psychology Today*
Katherine Nguyen Williams

**Rachel Levine, the ‘Anthony Fauci of Pennsylvania,’ Takes on COVID-19**
*Washington Blade*
Chris Johnson

**Trans Woman Falls Foul of Panama’s Gender-Based Quarantine Rule**
*Gay Star News*
Tris Reid-Smith

**Research**

 **Joz Motmans**, Andreas Köhler, and Timo Nieder, in collaboration with Transgender Europe (TGEU) and EPATH, have created an international survey to measure the impact of COVID-19 on trans health and care. It takes about 20 minutes and is available in 15+ languages.
What’s Up With the PATHs?
Please let us know if you’re having trouble getting access to the WPATH or USPATH listservs. If you are a member of these organizations you are entitled to this.

EPATH

EPATH, together with the European Society for Sexual Medicine, has published a statement challenging the President of the Hungarian Republic’s recent legislative discrimination against trans people.

TPATH Website

Check out the Member Resources section on the website for these and other aids.

★ Please take a moment to add your name to and make use of TPATHs skill sharing and contact list.

★ TPATH member Florence Pare has put together an amazing notated spreadsheet of Academic Journals for Trans Health. They have also created a spreadsheet of Non-Binary & Genderqueer Academic Resources.

Social Media

TPATH has a Google Listserv, website forums, and a very active Facebook group with over 850 members! All groups require individual registration and are only open to trans and/or intersex identified folks. Please feel welcome to add friends and co-workers to the Facebook group, but remind them to answer the membership questions first.

Volunteering

Let us know if you are interested in volunteering or collaborating with us on these or other projects.

Leadership

We are actively recruiting folks from the Global South to take on leadership roles. Commitment is flexible and takes place primarily online with leadership meetings via Skype.
Blog Posts

TPATH has a blog! Right now we mostly use it for expressions of solidarity and announcements. We’d love to make it available to folks that want to write posts about their experiences with and as trans healthcare providers. Please get a hold of us if you’re interested in writing something.